
EPIC FAILURE
The Disconnect Between Social and Sales



   All Programs Had These Components

Original and Curated Content

Targeted Distributed on Twitter and LinkedIn 

Daily Interactions to Keep Conversations lively

Algorithmic Prospect Matches 

Hand-off to Sales 



Sales Team

Why isn’t this social content thing working?

And btw, how does Twitter work anyway? 



Case: New Breed EHR
Interoperability-focused

Great Interface

Successful Pilots 



Fail: 
Lost in a Crowd 

Just another of 600+ EHRs 

Sales Team of Health IT ‘Outsiders’

Prospects reluctant to be ‘first in’



IRONY
Sometimes the ‘win’ isn’t apparent

MISSED

LESSON

Data identified tech-love not sales love

Needed a Partner, not a Sales Team



Case: EHR Software Overlay
Easier and Accurate Reports and Forms

Capture Revenue 

First in its Class 



Fail: 
Impatience

Wanted immediate results--as in end of week

The less it worked the more promotional they got

Bombarded the market with PR, Events, Social



IRONY
Social lobbyists and influencers don’t like 
promotional crap

LESSON

MISSED

Dangers of a desensitized audience 
needing a sugar fix

A social audience more valuable than 
sales: Influencers and Social Lobbying in 
an age of compliance is golden!



Case: Population Health Platform
Interoperability-focused

Great Interface

Successful Pilots 



Fail: 
Trapped in the 
Echo Chamber

Only talked about themselves to CIO target

Fear of selling the category and not their product

Arrogant to Snarky tone



LESSON
Social Selling is still a mewling brat of an 
infant. 

IRONY

MISSED

Population health company that didn’t 
want to talk about health to the 
population

The data showed interactions with CIO’s, 
but the sales team didn’t know how to 
move to the appointment



Case: Health IT Sales Superstar
Outsourced Health IT Sales

Big EHR Pedigree

Proven Deal Maker 



Fail: 
Pipeline 
Backed Up

Closed 6 deals in 1st two months

Kept closing even when he couldn’t keep up

Didn’t want to miss a single conversion



LESSON
Marketing automation would add that 
‘delay’ as part of the natural sales 
process

MISTAKE

IRONY

Imposed a Strategy Layer and 
Onboarding process to slow the process 
of new contracts and buy him time

The ‘close and delay’ strategy turned into 
a ‘bait and switch’ accusation



Case: MedTech Event  
Long-standing industry pedigree

Institutional-grade  investors attending

Presentations for smaller Companies 

that wouldn’t otherwise get covered



Success! 
Nerd Victory!

Co-branded content on 600 companies 

Program boosted the presenting companies-- no  
hype for the Event itself

60% Increase in Investor meetings with companies 



IRONY
Wasn’t even our best foot forward

LESSON

MISSED

The power of social reputation and 
association with thought leadership for 
street cred. Also, being generous.

Opportunity to have marketing 
automation follow-up in place 



Most Epic Fail

Good to help find great jobs, better to create great lives.

Public Company slave to earnings-- ignored vision.

Stock eroded, company sold no longer on NYSE

Focus on sales alone and fail to increase sales. 



Where’s The Sales from this Social Stuff? 
The data is there.

- We failed to communicate that there is ROI beyond 

sales.

- And we failed to use that to buy time, trust or budget 

required for the sales to kick in….



Success
● Sales Chief Buy-In
● Metrics Beyond Sales
● Ability to Identify Big Ideas with Data 

Support
● Overcoming preconceptions
● Consistency
● No Excuses, Just More Data



THANK YOU! 

GHaycock@Zacks.com
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